For the coupon collector's problem, invariance principles for the partial sequence of bonus sums after n coupons as well as for the waiting times to obtain the bonus sum t are studied through a construction of a triangular array of martingales related to these sequences and verifying the invariance principles for these martingales. This approach provides simpler and neater proofs than given in Rosen (1969 Rosen ( , 1970 and strengthens his convergence of finite dimensional results to those of weak invariance principles.
INTRODUCTION
Consider a sequence {~, N~l} of Coupon co Hector's situations (1.1) where aN(s) and PN(s) (>0) are real numbers and l:~=lPN(S) = 1. Consider also a (double) sequence {INk' k~I} of (row-wise) independent and identically distributed random variables (i.i.d.r.v.), where for each N, (1. 2) Let then (1. 3) (1.4) Then, ZNn is termed the bonus sum after n coupons in the collector's situation~~. If the aN(s) are all non-negative, ZNn is non-decreasing in n (~O) , and, for every t~0, let (1. 5) and {n lN < .
•. < n bN } satisfying under certain regularity conditions, For an arbitrary positive integer b 0 < lim inf N-l < lim sup N-l n lN -N~n bN < 00 , Rosen (1969) has established (by very elaborate analysis) the asymptotic (multi)normality of (the standardized form of) {ZN , .. "ZN }; in a n lN n bN -3- follow up ( [6] )~he has studied parallel results for {UNt}. The object of the present investigation is to propo?e and formulate an alternative approach to this problem based on the weak convergence of a suitably constructed martingale sequence associated with the ZNn. This provides a simpler, shorter and neater proof of the aforesaid normality and also an invariance principle for the partial sequence {ZNk' k s n} as well as for the corresponding se.quence of waiting times. The basic regularity conditions are outlined in • ::;nI~=la~(s)PN(S) ::;nM1AN2=0(n~2), V n~l, N~l .
-nx -x ,n-1 -kx Further, using the fact that for 0 < x::; 1, (I-e ) = (I-e )l.k=Oe >
1
,n-1 -kx
, we obtain that for N>~M1' We are primarily concerned here with the limiting behavior of the partial sequence dN~l (ZNk -<!>Nk; k~n). Since d~~aN(s), 1~s~N remain invariant under any scalar multiplication, we may without any loss of generality set (2.14 ) for every N .
• Then, by (2.9), (2.13) and (2.14), we have d~~{l~~~nl<!>:k-¢Nkl}+ 0, so that, we may equivalently consider the partial sequence d~~(ZNk -<!>Nk; k~n 
Proof.
We shall only prove (2.18); the others follow by similar arguments. 
and consider the sequence
Then, on denoting by
so that for every N, n(~l), {'s~~), B Nk ; k~O} is a martingale. From
. (2.6) and (3.6), it readily follows that so that under (2.6) and (2.12), we have from (3.7) that \s(n)_z +¢ I Nn Nn Nn is bounded, with probability one. Thus, by (2.13), (2, 14) and the above, we conclude that for every e: > 0, there exists an NO (e:) , such that under (2.6)-(2.8) and (2.12), (3.10)
P{d,""l Is(n)_z +¢ I >e:} = 0, V N~NO(e:) .
Consequently, it suffices to show that under (2,6) -(2.8) and (2,12),
Now, for the martingale-difference array {d~~X~~); k~n}, by (3.4), hereas the asymptotic normality of d N ZN may be proved along the same n n .
(n)
lines as in SNn' the second term on the right hand side of (3.19) is not !.:
so that this particular construction may not be very is '" N 1 (OJ~'lN~)' we have the following. 
Proof. Defl "ne "'x(n) "'s(n) k>O Nk' Nk~-~-12-as in Section 3. Let then , O:::;k:::;n,
Note that s~~) = s~~) for k:::; n and s~~) = s~~) for k > n. Thus, proceeding as in (3.9)-(3.10)~under (4.1), it suffices to show that The prescribed martingale approach provides a solution, considerably shorter and neater than the one given in Rosen (1969). (n-k){l~:~N PN(S)}SOH 1 <1~by (2, 6) . Hence~for n~k~(n-oN) AO, we obtain from (3.7) that
AN INVARIANCE PRINCIPLE FOR THE BONUS SUM PROCESS
i=l n " l 
and (5.9)-(5.10), we have Note that by (2.6)-(2.7), for every nSNt, 
INVARIANCE PRINCIPLE FOR THE WAITING TIME PROCESS
We define the waiting times UN(t) , t~0 as in (1.5) . Note that here all the aN(s) are assumed to be non-negative, so that ZNk is " in k(~O).
Here also we make the assumptions (2.6)-(2.8) as well as the con- 14) i. e., N A N2~1
, so that 0::; \u : : ;~2~1. We assume that
Note that by (2.14) and (2. (1968)) provided one assumes (in our notations) that for r/2 some r > 2,~/AN2 = 0 (1), V N~NO' In our approach, these additional conditions do not appear to be necessary. Moreover, contrasted with his Hilbert space approach, the present one appears to be more elementary too.
Finally, through the pioneering work of Rosen (1972a,b) , the coupon collector's problem occupies a prominent place in the development of the asymptotic theory of finite population sampling (without replacement) with varying probabilities. It is hoped that the results of the present paper will lead to more work in this potential area.
